Assessment of tear secretions in healthy Indian volunteers.
Dry eye syndrome is currently seen with increasing frequency throughout the world including India. An evaluation of tear physiology in the form of tear secretion and tear film stability is the most important aspect of dry eye diagnosis. The aim of this study is to investigate the age and gender related changes in the result of these tear function tests (Schirmers Test and Tear Break up time) in normal Indian population. This cross- sectional observational study included 120 normal subjects (60 Male and 60 females) with no ocular symptoms or ocular surface disorders. Schirmer and tear film break-up time tests were assessed in both eyes of each subject. The study subjects were divided into 4 groups according to their ages (<20 y, 20-40 y, 41-60 y and >60 y) each group was composed of 60 eyes of 30 subjects (15 male and 15 female subjects). The One way ANOVA test and the Statagraphic software was used for statistical analysis. We detected a statistically significant decline in both the tear function tests with increasing age. Tear function tests did not show statistically significant difference according to sex. This study suggests that the age of subjects should be taken into consideration in the evaluation of tear function test results. It is also revealed that Indian population values are different from Caucasian and Chinese values. We propose age specific cut off values of tear function tests in Indian population to aid in the diagnosis of dry eye in Indian conditions.